"Our design team of RN's decided on the TAD simply to be more efficient and timely with our transports. The TAD makes this so easy. All of the IV infusions are on the device and it is simple to move them from the boom to the bed without bending, twisting or injuring yourself trying to swap pumps.

The staff advantage of TAD foremost is time management and efficiency in the transport process. Even when staff arrives back in the room, the TAD can stay on the bed and the RN's can focus on patient care until they have time to place it back on the boom.

With TAD there is definitely less trip hazards. No cords on the floor and when in CT, the TAD can be positioned at the entry of the scanner so you don't have to worry about line stretching or accidentally being pulled.

I would obviously recommend this system to any ICU. It makes patient transport so easy."
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